
MARBLE

BiAnchEzzA
arabescato, Golden calacatta, statuario

SEnSo Di MARMo
neo marquina, serpentino, tuana liGht

i MARMi Di REx
Grey, brown

i BiAnchi Di REx
calacatta, palissandro, bianco sorrento

ALABAStRi Di REx
madreperla

i cLASSici Di REx
statuario
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BiAnchEzzA
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bianchezza

bianchezza
—

a charm of marble has always been irresistible
in a human history. it is a symbol of class, luxury,

and purity in every architecture and interior design.

this new marble collection of cotto italia
is dedicated to aneternal beauty of white marbles,

the most cherished and finest of its kind.

the collection is inspired by three of the most
acclaimed white marbles — calacatta,

statuario, and arabescato. with its completing
two sizes and two surfaces, naturale
and lucido, it embodies every ideas

of luxurious habitat decoration.
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bianchezza
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bianchezza



SEnSo Di MARMo
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senso di marmo

senso di marmo
—

true inspiration of this series is
an impression of marble — a precious stone which 

have always remained a heart of top–notch
architecttures from Gothic cathedrals in

the renaissances to exuberant penthouses
of beverly hill.

senso di marmo symbolizes the best
selection of magnificent and rare marbles from

around the world.

every vein on its porcelain body, epitomizing
the finest details of natural creation, is achieved to 

complete your pursuit of high living.

senso di marmo is available in three colours;
nero marquina, serpentino, and tuana light with 
three sizes and two surfaces to maximize degree

of freedom to your design projects.
these three marbles are embodiments of your

splendorous lifestyle.
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senso di marmo



senso di marmo
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senso di marmo
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senso di marmo
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senso di marmo



  i MARMi Di REx

i marmi di rex
—
the rex line of interpretation in porcelain stoneware of the most precious
natural materials is enriched with a new collection: i marmi di rex,
which integrates and completes the project already started with the series
i bianchi, in turn inspired by certain precious marbles. new essences,
new colours, open grain mounted together: these are the features of a series
of ceramic tiles able to decorate spaces with elegance and personality.

the inspiration comes from materials of european and asian origins
historically worked in the industrial factories. the study on the material
and colour has enabled to identify a starting structure to which different
colours are applied, to create new aesthetical effects.
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i marmi di rex
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i marmi di rex



i bianchi di rex 
—
made of coloured body porcelain stoneware 10 mm thick, with a glossy
and natural finish, this series opens a new chapter in the rex line of products 
dedicated to natural materials: having presented tiles inspired by wood,
leather and stone, the rex line now turns its attention to marble. among
the many existing varieties of marble, the most precious and sought-after
are the ones that are predominantly: white, in italian bianco.

the line includes 3 shades of white that represent light-coloured marbles
and can make any room more exclusive and enveloping.

 i BiAnchi Di REx
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i bianchi di rex



alabastri di rex
—
the strong link between rex and fashion and design trends underpins this
interpretation of 1970s luxury, expressed by adorning the home with highly-valued 
objects and jewel details to embellish it as if it were a human body.

marble is processed like rich fabrics for expensive clothes, and
gemstones designed to create noble trinkets are transformed into elegant 
walls, to decorate the surroundings with style and originality.

alabaster, naturally luxurious and with its symmetrical geometries,
leads us into a fairy-tale labyrinth: its harshness is transformed into warm,
ductile, contemporary lightness, following an extraordinary, exclusive
path that rekindles the imagination.

shapes, colours and nuances become the starting point to externalise
more and more seductive emotions and suggestions, creating incredibly
sophisticated, one-off solutions.

a consistent, continual research underpinning the desire to give
new life to highly exclusive surfaces. Gli alabastri di rex enhances
the exceptional and infinite attributes of the material, created with
cutting-edge production systems that allow the quality of a handmade
product to be maintained unaltered. 3 shades with a strong expressive
appeal and 1 optical white to illuminate the whole collection – unusual
colours that fill the space, taking a starring role.

the colours and the various sizes are clear, communicative elements
that help to rediscover an emotional dimension and enhance the importance
and the value of any architecture. the delicate colours bring to mind a strong 
sense of freedom, air, light and open spaces, receptive to the creativity
of living in places and cultures that are continually changing.

the space adapts itself to our desires and rex manages to make a timeless 
material modern, by giving it new life.

 ALABAStRi Di REx
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alabastri di rex



 i cLASSici Di REx

i classici di rex
—
i classici di rex is the result of a feisty creative energy, capable of stamping
a decisive character on the surroundings; they adapt to architectural
spaces with astonishing solutions and contrasts that underline their natural 
inclination for beauty.
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i classici di rex



PRoDUct
inFoRMAtion

arabescato
BiAnchEzzA

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido naturale

743990 743983 743987 743980

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido naturale

743991 743984 743988 743981

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

Golden calacatta

4342



statuario
BiAnchEzzA

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido naturale

743992 743985 743989 743982

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

4544

product information



nero marquina tuana liGht

serpentino

SEnSo Di MARMo

nero marquina serpentino
tuana liGht

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

748038 748039

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”)

pelle lucido

741170 741166

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

lucido pelle

741167 741179 741171 741175

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

4746

product information



Grey

brown

  i MARMi Di REx

marble Grey marble brown

60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

728976

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

728974

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

4948

product information



calacatta

palissandro

bianco sorrento
  i BiAnchi Di REx

60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

726949

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

726948

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

734744 726946

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

5150

product information



madreperla
  ALABAStRi Di REx

statuario
  i cLASSici Di REx

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

739813 739805

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

lucido

746592

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

5352

product information



tEchnicAL
chARActERiSticS

 Glazed porcelain stoneware
quality characteristics according to the inspection tests envisaged by standard en 14411 appendix G group bia Gl

product area s (cm2)

standard requirements

test results
reFerence
standard

7cm ≤ n < 15 cm n ≥ 15 cm

(mm) (%) (mm)

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %, oF
the aVeraGe size oF each tile From the production dimensions

±0,9 mm ±0,6% ±2,0 mm ±0,15%

iso 10545-2

admitted deViation, in %, oF the aVeraGe
thickness oF each tile From the production dimensions

±0,5 mm ±5% ±0,5 mm ±5%

maximum straiGhtness deViation, in %,
in relation to the correspondinG production dimensions

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±1,5 mm ±0,1%

corrispondenti maximum riGht-anGle deViation, in %,
in relation to the correspondinG production dimensions

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2 mm ±0,2%

Flatness (curVinG in the middle, corner and warpinG) ±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2 mm ±0,35%

surFace quality
at least 95% oF the tiles

must be Free From Visible Flaws.
conForminG

% water absorption e≤0,5% <0,1% iso 10545-3

breakinG strenGth in n (thickness ≥ 7,5 mm) 1300 min >1700
iso 10545-4

n/mm2 Flexural strenGht test 35 min >40

resistance to abrasion see manuFacturer’s declaration classe 4 iso 10545-7

thermal shocks resistant - rÉsistant iso 10545-9

Frost resistance required rÉsistant iso 10545-12

Glaze crazinG resistance required rÉsistant iso 10545-11

resistance to staininG classe 3 min classe 4 iso 10545-14

domestic chemical products
and additiVes For swimminG pools

Gb min Ga

iso 10545-13

resistance to low concentrations oF acids and alkalis.  manuFacturer’s declaration Gla-Glb

Friction coeFFicient (slipperiness)

- r9 (naturale) din 51130:2010

-
>0,42 wet

(naturale)

dcoF (section 
9.6 ansi a
137.1 2012)

For optimal installation results, cotto recommends maintaininG a Joint oF 2 mm - 1/12” For sinGle Format installations and 3 mm - 1/8” to combine mixed Formats.

BiAnchEzzA

5554



specification reference: e.n. 14411, appendix G. bunch b1a.Gl

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %,
oF the aVeraGe size oF each tile From the production dimensions

iso 10545-2

±0,6%

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %, oF the aVeraGe size oF 10 sample pieces ±0,15%

thickness ±5%

edGe straiGhtness ±0,1%

squareness ±0,2%

Flatness ±0.35%

surFace quality conForminG

% water absorption iso 10545-3 < 0,1%

breakaGe resistence in n
iso 10545-4

spessore≥7,5 mm >1700
spessore<7,5 mm >700

n/mm2 Flexural strenGht test >40

abrasion resistance iso 10545-7
Gray class iV-brown 

class iV black class iii

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 resistant

Frost resistance iso 10545-12 resistant

resistant to low concentrations oF acids and alkalis iso 10545-13
Gla

naturale / matte

resistant to domestic chemical products and additiVes For swimminG pools iso 10545-13
Ga

naturale / matte

resistant to staininG iso 10545-14 4

Friction coeFFicient (slipperness) din 51130 astm c1028
r9 naturale / matte dry/

wet > 0,6 naturale / matte

Glaze crazinG resistance iso 10545-11 resistant

SEnSo Di MARMo   i MARMi Di REx

For optimal installation results, Florim recommends maintaininG a Joint oF 2 mm 1/12” For sinGle Format installations and 3 mm 1/8” to combine mixed Formats

 Glazed porcelain stoneware
quality characteristics according to the inspection tests envisaged by standard en 14411 appendix G group bia Gl

product area s (cm2)

standard requirements

test results test method7cm ≤ n < 15 cm n ≥ 15 cm

(mm) (%) (mm)

lenGth and width (admitted tolerance From Factory size) ±0,9 mm ±0,6% ±2,0 mm ±0,15%

iso 10545-2

thickness: aVeraGe thickness tolerance, in% Versus
production dimension

±0,5 mm ±0,5% ±0,5 mm ±0,5%

straiGhtness oF edGes ±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±1,5 mm ±0,1%

orthoGonality in % ±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2,0 mm ±0,2%

Flatness (curVinG in the middle, corner and warpinG) ±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2 mm ±0,35%

surFace quality 95% oF the tiles with no Visual deFects conForminG

% water absorption ≤0,5% <0,5% iso 10545-3

rupture ForGe in n (thickness ≥ 7,5 mm) 1300 min >1700
iso 10545-4

bendinG strenGth n/mm2 35 min >40

resistance to abrasion oF Glazed tiles see manuFacturer’s declaration

tuana liGht 
classe 4

serpentino 
classe 4
nero m.
classe 2

iso 10545-7

resistance to staininG classe 3 min classe 3-4 iso 10545-14

thermal shocks resistant - resistant iso 10545-9

Glaze crazinG resistance required resistant iso 10545-11

resistance to house and swimminG pool chemicals ub min ua
iso 10545-13

resistance to hiGh concentrations oF acids and alikali see manuFacturer’s declaration uha

Frost resistance required resistant iso 10545-12

5756

technical characteristics



specification reference: e.n. 14411, appendix G. bunch b1a.Gl

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %,
oF the aVeraGe size oF each tile From the production dimensions

iso 10545-2

±0,6%

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %, oF the aVeraGe size oF 10 sample pieces ±0,15%

thickness ±5%

edGe straiGhtness ±0,1%

squareness ±0,2%

Flatness ±0.35%

surFace quality conForminG

% water absorption iso 10545-3 <0,1%

breakaGe resistence in n

iso 10545-4

spessore≥7,5 mm >1700

n/mm2 Flexural strenGht test >40

abrasion resistance iso 10545-7 class iV

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 resistant

Frost resistance iso 10545-12 resistant

resistant to low concentrations oF acids and alkalis iso 10545-13
Gla

naturale / matte

resistant to domestic chemical products and additiVes For swimminG pools iso 10545-13
Ga

naturale / matte

resistant to staininG iso 10545-14 4

Friction coeFFicient (slipperness)
din 51130

astm c1028
r9 naturale / matte dry/

wet > 0,6 naturale / matte

Glaze crazinG resistance iso 10545-11 resistant

  i BiAnchi Di REx

For optimal installation results, Florim recommends maintaininG a Joint oF 2 mm 1/12” For sinGle Format installations and 3 mm 1/8” to combine mixed Formats

specification reference: e.n. 14411, appendix G. bunch b1a.Gl

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %,
oF the aVeraGe size oF each tile From the production dimensions

iso 10545-2

±0,6%

lenGth and width: admitted deViation, in %, oF the aVeraGe size oF 10 sample pieces ±0,15%

thickness ±5%

edGe straiGhtness ±0,1%

squareness ±0,2%

Flatness ±0.35%

surFace quality conForminG

% water absorption iso 10545-3 <0,1%

breakaGe resistence in n
iso 10545-4

spessore≥7,5 mm >1700
spessore<7,5 mm >700

n/mm2 Flexural strenGht test >40

abrasion resistance iso 10545-7 class iV

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 resistant

Frost resistance iso 10545-12 resistant

resistant to low concentrations oF acids and alkalis iso 10545-13
Gla

naturale / matte

resistant to domestic chemical products and additiVes For swimminG pools iso 10545-13
Ga

naturale / matte

resistant to staininG iso 10545-14 4

Friction coeFFicient (slipperness)
din 51130

astm c1028
r9 naturale / matte dry/

wet > 0,6 naturale / matte

Glaze crazinG resistance iso 10545-11 resistant

  ALABAStRi Di REx

For optimal installation results, Florim recommends maintaininG a Joint oF 2 mm 1/12” For sinGle Format installations and 3 mm 1/8” to combine mixed Formats
the test results reFer only to First class items and they do not reGard the trim pieces

5958

technical characteristics



  i cLASSici Di REx
coloured body porcelain stoneware  
dry-pressed ceramic tiles. quality specifications, according to control tests of e.n. 14411. appendix G group b1a Gl.

standard requirements test results

reFerence
standard

7cm ≤ n < 
15 cm

n ≥ 15 cm
matte glossy

(mm) (%) (mm)

lenGth and width: admitted deViation,
in %, oF the aVeraGe size oF each tile
From the production dimensions

±0,9 mm ±0,6% ±2mm ±0,15%

iso 10545-2

admitted deViation, in %,
oF the aVeraGe thickness oF each tile
From the  production dimensions

±0,5 mm ±5,0% ±0,5 mm ±5%

maximum straiGhtness deViation,
in %, in relation to the correspondinG 
production dimensions

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±1,5 mm ±0,1%

marGe de tolÉrance d’anGularitÉ,
en pourcentaGe, par rapport aux
dimesions de Fabrication

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2,0 mm ±0,2%

Flatness (curVinG in the middle,
corner and warpinG)

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2,0 mm ±0,35%

surFace quality
at least 95% oF the tiles

must be Free From Visible Flaws.
conForminG

% water absorption e≤0,5% valore medio 0,08 % iso 10545-3

breakinG strenGth in n (thickness ≥ 7,5 mm) 1300 min valore medio 3200 newton iso 10545-4

n/mm2 Flexural strenGht test 35 min valore medio 50 n/mm2 iso 10545-4

resistance to abrasion oF Glazed tiles see manuFacturer’s declaration classe 4 iso 10545-7

thermal shocks resistant – rÉsistant iso 10545-9

resistance to staininG classe 3 min classe 3 classe 4 iso 10545-14

resistance to low
concentrations oF acids and alkalis.

see manuFacturer’s declaration Glb

iso 10545-13
resistence to domestic chemical
products and additiVes For swimminG pools

Gb min Ga

Frost resistance required rÉsistant iso 10545-12

Glaze crazinG resistance required rÉsistant iso 10545-11

Friction coeFFicient (slipperiness) >0,42 wet >0,42 wet –
dcoF (section 9.6 
ansi a 137.1.2012)

For optimal installation results, Florim recommends maintaininG a Joint oF 2 mm 1/12” For sinGle Format installations and 3 mm 1/8” to combine mixed Formats

6160

technical characteristics



APPLicAtion
cLASSES

type oF enVironment Floor and wall

shade Variation

deGree oF colour chanGe / degree of variation in the shade
and/or in the colour between the various parts of the laid product: minimum V1, maxximum V4.

indoor public
environments subject to 
heavy pedestrain traffic 
such as: railway stations, 
underground stations, 
airports, shopping malls, 
museums, churches, 
hospitals, banks, public 
offices, schools, sports 
centres, hotel lobbies.

outdoor public
environments subject
to heavy pedestrain 
traffic and to static/
dymic leads.

indoor public
environments subject to 
medium pedestrain
traffic such as:restaurants, 
cafés, offices, shops,
libraries, convention 
rooms, hotel corridors.

outdoor public
environments subject 
to medium pedestrain 
traffic such as: outdoor 
stairs, terraces, private 
gardens.

tiles with styling and 
sizes suitable for both 
floors and walls.

the least amount of shade 
and texture variation.
attainable in naturally 
fired clay products.

light to moderate shade 
and texture variation 
with each carton.

high shade texture
variation with each carton.

Very high shade and 
texture variation within 
each carton.

6362



products courtesy of room concept store
www.room.co.th
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